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The total and partial photodissociation cross sections of the molecular ion HeH+ are computed by time-
dependent methods for fragmentation into the excited shells n=1,2 ,3 up to a photon energy of 40 eV. 1�+ and
1� states are considered for parallel and perpendicular transitions for different initial rotational or vibrational
excitations. Nonadiabatic radial and rotational couplings are taken into account. The results from coupled-
channel equations are compared with the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. A time-dependent calculation
with a femtosecond laser pulse is carried out to simulate a recent crossed beam photodissociation imaging
experiment with vacuum ultraviolet free-electron laser �H. B. Pedersen et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 98, 223202
�2007��. The dominance of photodissociation perpendicular to the photon polarization is confirmed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The HeH+ helium-hydride molecular ion has been the
subject of numerous experimental �1–6� and theoretical
works �7–16� due to its interest in the context of astrophysics
�17–19�. It has been suggested that HeH+ could be abundant
enough in different celestial objects composed of primordial
material such as metal-poor stars, white dwarfs or the plan-
etary nebula, to be observed in the infrared domain �20�.
However, despite numerous efforts, none of the several at-
tempts of extraterrestrial observation of HeH+ have been
conclusive. One of the key points in the evaluation of the
fractional abundance of HeH+ is to determine a correct bal-
ance between the formation and destruction rate processes;
one of these processes being photodissociation. The rate of
photodissociation was determined either by detailed balanc-
ing applied to the reverse reaction, i.e. radiative association
�19,21� or by absorption from the ground state to the vibra-
tional continuum of the first excited state only �17,22�. Re-
cently, the first experimental data on the photodissociation of
HeH+, i.e., a crossed beam photodissociation imaging with
vacuum ultra violet free-electron laser in Hamburg FLASH
�23� has renewed the interest in the fragmentation into highly
excited fragments �n�2�. The experiment involves photons
of wavelength 32 nm �38.7 eV� and resolves the kinetic en-
ergy release of the neutral He fragment and the correspond-
ing angular distribution with respect to the photon polariza-
tion. This experiment on the HeH+ system reveals the
dominance of photodissociation perpendicular to the laser
polarization and therefore the important role of the � states
during dissociation with energetic photons. This shows the
necessity of taking into account the perpendicular orientation
generally not considered or not completely considered in
previous theoretical models. The photodissociation has been
recently revisited for both orientations �16� and compared

with previous results for parallel orientation �12�. The cross
section is computed in Ref. �16� by the Fermi Golden rule
within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation with a possible
correction to consider the avoided crossing between the sec-
ond and third excited states of the � manifold. In this work,
we present a time-dependent approach of the photodissocia-
tion by including all the radial nonadiabatic couplings and
the rotational couplings between the 1� and 1� states. The
time-dependent approach is equivalent to the Golden rule
treatment �24�. In a first approach, the total photodissociation
cross section is computed using the autocorrelation function
of the promoted state by considering different vibrational and
rotational initial states and the partial cross section is ob-
tained by two different methods using the asymptotic wave
packets. Secondly, we simulate the free-electron laser experi-
ment by exciting the ground initial state with a Gaussian
laser pulse of 30 fs and a carrier frequency corresponding to
the experimental wavelength. The kinetic energy of the He
fragment is estimated from the asymptotic wave packets in
order to compare with the experimental data.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

A. Molecular data

We consider the singlet 1�+ and the 1� adiabatic elec-
tronic states which dissociate into He�1snl�+H+ and
He+�1s�+H�nl� with n=1,2 ,3. There exist 12 e-labeled 1�+

states, 6 e-labeled 1�e and 6 f-labeled 1� f. The parity under
the E� inversion operator in the laboratory frame �25� of a
ro-electronic state is given by �−1�J�, where J is the quantum
number of the rotation and �=+1 or −1 correspond to e or f
states �26�. For the electronic part, the E� inversion corre-
sponds to the reflection in the xz plane of the molecular
frame. Due to symmetry, there is no nonadiabatic coupling
between the e and f states �27�. The potential energy curves
and couplings are computed at the state average complete
active space self-consistent field �CASSCF� �28� level by*Corresponding author; mdesoute@lcp.u-psud.fr
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using the ab initio quantum chemistry package MOLPRO �29�.
A large nonstandard basis set is used by adding one con-
tracted Gaussian per orbital per atom up to n=4 to the aug-
cc-pV5Z basis set �augmented correlation-consistent valence
quintuple zeta� �30�. Details and comparison with other the-
oretical works are given in Ref. �31�. The CASSCF approach
allows the computation of the radial nonadiabatic coupling
elements of the first derivative �R operator. The F�R� matrix

F���R�= �	�
ad��R�	�

ad� is used to build diabatic electronic
states by solving the coupled equations �RD�R�=
−F�R�D�R� for the elements of the adiabatic-to-diabatic
D�R� matrix transformation

Vdia�R� = DT�R�Vadia�R�D�R� ,

where V is the matrix of the electronic Hamiltonian Ĥel
which is diagonal in the adiabatic representation. We use an
approximate F�R� matrix by retaining only the main cou-
plings between neighboring states. This structure corre-
sponds to a succession of 2
2 coupling cases. This ap-
proach, which reduces considerably the computational cost
and simplifies the diabatization procedure, has been shown to
give similar results to the use of the complete F�R� matrix in
curve crossing dynamics �32�. The adiabatic and diabatic po-
tential energy curves are represented in Fig. 1. The dissocia-
tion channels for the 1�+ and 1� states are gathered in Table
I. The Stark effect due to He+ lifts the degeneracy of the
excited hydrogen atom as it has been already mentioned in
Ref. �8�.

We also include in the time-dependent treatment the effect
of the rotational couplings but we neglect the spin-dependent

interactions. The field free Hamiltonian is Ĥ0= Ĥel+ T̂rad

+ T̂rot. We use a basis set of electronic-rotational functions to
get time-dependent coupled equations for the nuclear mo-
tion. These parity adapted functions are

�mJM��� =
1

�2�1 + ��0��1/2 ��JM���m��

+ �− 1�J��JM,− ���m�− ����

where m numbers the electronic states for a given �.
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Adiabatic and diabatic potential energy
curves of the 1�+ �full lines� and 1� �dashed lines� of the HeH+

molecular ion. The adiabatic curves are computed at the state aver-
age CASSCF level. The diabatic curves are obtained from the trans-
formation matrix D�R� solution of the equation �RD�R�=
−F�R�D�R� where F�R� is the approximate “2
2” nonadiabatic
radial coupling matrix.

TABLE I. CASSCF asymptotic energies of the 1�+ and 1� states included in the calculations.

State
m

Energy �h�
at 50 bohr Dissociative atomic states

1 −2.8980458 �, He�1s2 1S�+H+

2 −2.4999359 �, He+�1s�+H�1s�
3 −2.1448183 �, He�1s2s 1S�+H+

4 −2.1261793 �, He+�1s�+1 /�2�H�2s�−H�2p��
5 −2.1237656 �, He+�1s�+1 /�2�H�2s�+H�2p��
6 −2.1225613 �, He�1s2p 1Po�+H+

7 −2.0623295 �, He�1s3s 1S�+H+

8 −2.0600078 � , He+�1s�+1 /�3·H�3s�+1 /�2·H�3p�+1 /�6·H�3d�
9 −2.0568303 �, He�1s3d 1D�+H+

10 −2.0552158 �, He+�1s�+1 /�3.H�3s�−�2 /3.H�3d�
11 −2.0528106 �, He�1s3p 1Po�+H+

12 −2.0523058 � , He+�1s�+1 /�3·H�3s�−1 /�2·H�3p�+1 /�6·H�3d�

1 −2.1248933 �, He+�1s�+H�2p�
2 −2.1236547 �, He�1s2p 1Po�+H+

3 −2.0571436 �, He+�1s�+1 /�2�H�3p�−H�3d��
4 −2.0567818 �, He�1s3d 1D�+H+

5 −2.0536464 �, He+�1s�+1 /�2�H�3p�+H�3d��
6 −2.0531961 �, He�1s3p 1Po�+H+
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�JM��= ��2J+1� /4�1/2DM�
�J��

�� ,� ,0� are the eigenstates of
the total angular momentum representation where D is a
Wigner function �27�. M and � are the projection of the total
electronic angular momentum L onto the laboratory Z axis
and onto the internuclear z axis, respectively. � is also the
projection of the total molecular angular momentum J onto
the internuclear axis because in this case the total electronic
spin S is zero ��=�+S=��. The rotational kinetic operator

takes the form T̂rot= N̂2 / �2�R2� with N̂2= Ĵ2+ L̂2−2Ĵ . L̂ and

Ĵ . L̂= ĴzL̂z+ �Ĵ+L̂−+ Ĵ−L̂+� /2. After the action of the ladder op-

erator Ĵ��JM��= �J�J+1�−����1��1/2�JM ,��1�, the ro-
tational couplings between symmetry adapted ���=0� and
���= �1� states become

�m�J�M���T̂rot�mJM�e�

= −
�J�J + 1��1/2

2�R2

1

21/2 ��m���L̂−�m� = 1�

+ �m���L̂+�m� = − 1���J,J��MM�.

For diatomic molecules, MOLPRO works in the C2v group,
which allows us to calculate the matrix elements of Lx and Ly
between the � states and the �x and �y components of the �

states. We obtain the matrix elements �m���L̂y�m�x�=

−iam�m and �m���L̂x�m�y�= iam�m, and transform them in or-

der to get �m���L̂��m�= �1�. The final expression of the
rotational couplings is

�m�J�M���T̂rot�mJM�� = �J�J + 1��1/2am�m/��R2��J,J��MM�.

We neglect the contribution from the �L̂x
2+ L̂y

2� /2�R2 term. In
the diagonal rotational correction �m=m� and �=���, we
include the term

�m�J�M����T̂rot�mJM��

= �J�J + 1� − 2�2�/�2�R2��mm������J,J��MM�.

The rotational coupling matrix is computed in the adiabatic
basis set and transformed to the diabatic one

Trot
dia�R� = DT�R�Trot

adia�R�D�R� .

B. Photodissociation cross section

The photodissociation cross section towards 1� or 1�
states from a ro-vibrational state 	0v�J�

adia �R� of energy E0v�J�
where 0 denotes the ground electronic state 1�+���=0� is

�0v�J�→���E� = 	
J�

SJ���,J���

2J� + 1
�0v�J�→��J��E� , �1�

where the Hönl-London factor for symmetry adapted states
is given by �33�

SJ���,J��� = �1 + ���0 + ���0 − 2���0���0��2J� + 1�


 �2J� + 1�
 J� 1 J�

− �� �� − �� ��
�2

.

Each contribution �0v�J�→��J��E� is obtained by Fourier

transforming the autocorrelation function C��J�
0v�J��t�

=	m��m��J�
0v�J� �t=0� ��m��J�

0v�J� �t�� of a promoted state �m��J�
0v�J� �t

=0�. In the adiabatic representation, each component

�m��J�
0v�J�ad�t=0�=� j,0→m��

ad �R�	0v�J�
ad �R� is built by multiplying

the initial nuclear state 	0v�J�
ad �R� of the ground adiabatic

electronic state by the adiabatic components of the transition
moment � j,0→m��

ad , with j=x ,y ,z. The vector is then trans-
formed to the diabatic representation �dia�t=0�
=D�R��adia�t=0� and propagated with the field free coupled
equations on the excited states with angular momentum J�
with J�=J�−1 and J�+1 for the 1�→ 1� transitions and J�
=J�−1 and J�+1 �involving 1�e states� and J�=J� �involv-
ing 1� f states� for 1�→ 1� transitions �J�=1 only when J�
=0�. The cross section �0v�J�→��J��E� in SI units is then
given by �34,35�

�0v�J�→��J��E� = 42�a0
2EA��J�

0v�J��E� , �2�

where �=e2 / ��c4�0� is the fine structure constant and a0 is
the Bohr radius and

A��J�
0v�J��E� = 2Re� 1

2


0

�

C��J�
0v�J��t�ei�E0v�J�+E�t/�dt�

The partial cross sections can be obtained by different meth-
ods from an analysis of the wave packets in the asymptotic
region. The first one uses the Fourier transformation of each
component of the wave packet at a large internuclear dis-
tance, R�, where the couplings become vanishingly small
and the dissociation channels are diabatic or adiabatic �36�.
Then the partial cross-section is given by

�0v�J�→m��J��E� =
42�a0

2km

�
E�Am��J�

0v�J� �E��2, �3�

where km=�2��E−Em
as� /� is the magnitude of the wave

number in dissociative channel m with an asymptotic energy
Em

as and

Am��J�
0v�J� �E� =

1
�2


0

�

�m��J�
0v�J� �R�,t�ei�E0v�J�+E�t/�dt .

The second method uses the momentum representation of the
wave packet �37,35�

�̄m��J�
0v�J� �k,t�� =

1
�2


0

�

�m��J�
0v�J� �R,t��e−ikRdR

and leads to the expression

�0v�J�→m��J��E� =
42�a0

2�

kn
E��̄m��J�

0v�J� �k,t���2. �4�

The field free propagation is carried out in diabatic represen-
tation by the split operator method �38� extended to nonadia-
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batic processes formalism �39�. This requires two transfor-
mations to change from the diabatic to the rotationally
adiabatic representation �by diagonalizing the J� bloc of the

matrix of Ĥel+ T̂rot� and two Fourier transformations to
change from the coordinate to the momentum representations
in order to apply the kinetic part of the propagator. The
method based on Eq. �4� requires a larger spatial grid than
the approach based on Eq. �3� since at the final time, the
whole wave packet must be in the asymptotic region before
the optical potential which avoids the reflection at the end of
the grid. We use 213 points for a grid of 100 a.u. A quadratic
optical potential begins at 80 a.u. The asymptotic point R�

�Eq. �3�� is 35 a.u. and the final time t� �Eq. �4�� is 61 fs. The
time step is 2.41
10−2 fs.

C. Dynamics with a femtosecond pulse

The propagation is carried out again by the split operator
by keeping the field constant during a small time interval.
The elementary evolution operator for a time step is given by

U��t���tk� = e−i�t/�4��Vei�t/�2�����tk�e−i�t/�4��Ve−i�t/�T


e−i�t/�4��Vei�t/�2�����tk�e−i�t/�4��V��tk� .

The propagator ei�t/�2�����tk� is built by diagonalizing the
transition moment matrix � one time and by multiplying at
each step the eigenvalues by the scalar ��tk�.

We use a Gaussian femtosecond laser field with param-
eters inspired from the experimental conditions. The carrier
frequency is fixed by the experimental wave length �32 nm�.
The half-height width of the envelope is 30 fs. The total
duration of the propagation is 100 fs with a time step of
2.41
10−2 fs. We use an intensity of 8.775

1011 W cm−2 which is larger than the experimental inten-
sity but the probabilities of transition

Pm�t� = ��m��J�
0v�J� �t���m��J�

0v�J� �t�� �5�

are very weak and we increased the intensity in order to
obtain probabilities of the order of 0.1%.

III. PHOTODISSOCIATION CROSS SECTION

Figure 2 shows the photodissociation cross section
�0v�J�→���E� computed by Eqs. �1� and �2� for 1�→ 1�, i.e.
for the parallel orientation of the molecular axis with respect
to the field for different initial states. The cases J�=0→J�
=1 �full line� and J�=1→J�=0,2 �dotted line with open
circles� for v=0 are nearly superimposed showing a negli-
gible influence of the rotational excitation �the difference be-
tween the maximum of the cross section for J�=0 and J�
=2 is 0.07%�. We also show two cases with higher rotational
and with vibrational excitation. The example J�=10→J�
=9,11 for v=0 is drawn in dashed line. The difference be-
tween the maximum of the cross section for J�=9 and J�
=11 is of 0.6% and thus a little bit larger. The peak around
20 eV is related to the photodissociation via the first excited
electronic state leading to He+�1s�+H�1s� and is strongly
shifted from the maximum of the J�=0 case. The mean equi-
librium distance for the J�=10 state is 1.86 a.u. while it is

1.49 a.u. for J�=0. This leads to a very different Franck
Condon gap between the ground and first excited states.
However, the cross section is only weakly modified in the
range probed by the FEL experiment around 38.7 eV �23�.
The same tendency is observed for the v=1, J�=0 example
drawn in dotted line in Fig. 2. The effect is discussed again
below �see Fig. 3� for the average cross section over an iso-
tropic orientation.

Figure 3 gives the photodissociation cross section for
three cases of Fig. 2 averaged over an isotropic orientation
by weighting each orientation x, y, z by 1/3. The parallel
orientation ��z� concerns the transition 1�→ 1� and the per-
pendicular orientations ��x and �y� are related to the 1�
→ 1� transitions. One observes that the average cross sec-
tions for initial excited rotational and vibrational states are of
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Total photodissociation cross section
�0v�J�→���E� �Eq. �1�� for the transition 1�→ 1� for the parallel
orientation of the molecular axis with respect to the field for the
case J�=0→J�=1 �full line�, J�=1→J�=0,2 �dotted line with
open circles�, J�=10→J�=9,11 �dashes� for v=0 and J�=0→J�
=1 for v=1 �dots�.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Photodissociation cross section averaged
over an isotropic orientation with respect to the laser field, bold
line: J�=0→J�=1 for v=0 with in dotted line the contribution of
the parallel orientation �1�→ 1� transitions� and in dashed line, the
contribution of the perpendicular orientations �1�→ 1� transitions�;
open circles: J�=10→J�=9,11 for v=0 ; diamonds: J�=0→J�
=1 for v=1.
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the same order of magnitude in the range of 38.7 eV but
lower than the value for the v=0, J�=0 case. The cross sec-
tion decreases with v in this range �4.1
10−18 cm2 for v
=0, 2.0
10−18 cm2 for v=1 and 2.1
10−18 cm2 for v=4�.
Finally, one observes that the rotational couplings are negli-
gible for J�=0 but begin to give some effect for J�=10. We
have compared the results with and without the rotational
couplings for J�=10. The cross section for parallel transi-
tions differs by 0.2% but that for perpendicular transitions
differs by 3%.

A comparison with previous theoretical works of the total
cross section from the state v=0, J�=1, averaged over an
isotropic orientation, is given in Fig. 4. Flower and Roueff
�22� consider the ground state and the first excited � state.
They use the potential energy curves and the dipole moment
from Green et al. �8� and calculate only one point which they
estimate valid in an energy range of 22–31 eV. Roberge and
Dalgarno �17� use the curves from Kolos and Peek �9� and
the dipole matrix element from Green et al. �8� Basu and
Barua �11� include a third � state as well as the first � state
in their calculation. The agreement with our work is good
until about 35 eV, where the contribution from higher excited
states becomes dominant. Dumitriu and Saenz �16� recently
calculated the cross section. At energies lower than 38 eV,
our result is shifted to a larger energy by about 0.55 eV. This
shift is probably due to the value of the asymptote of the
ground state in Ref. �16� �−78.3 eV�0.1 eV from Fig. 1 of
Ref. �16� while it is −78.9 eV �−2.898 h� in this work and
the experimental value is −79.0 eV �−2.903 h��. Above 40
eV, our cross section decreases faster, which is due to the fact
that we include only states up to n=3 in our calculations.

Figure 5�a� shows the partial cross sections computed by
Eq. �3� for the fragmentations leading to a section larger than
10−18 cm2. Figure 5�b� gives a zoom of Fig. 5�a� with sec-
tions larger than 5
10−19 cm2. For an energy below 32 eV,
the dissociation is mainly due to the H�n=1� channel and the
region from 32 to 37 eV is dominated by the fragmentation
into He�1s2s� �open circles� and H�n=2� �dashed line�. We
have verified that the two methods based on an asymptotic
analysis �Eq. �3� �crosses� and Eq. �4� �diamonds�� give the

same partial cross sections and that their sum converges to-
ward the result obtained by autocorrelation of the promoted
state. As shown in the zoom in Fig. 5�b�, the discrepancy
between the total cross section �Eqs. �1� and �2�� and the sum
of the partial cross section is less than 10%.

The partial cross sections obtained in the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation by propagating the wave pack-
ets on the uncoupled adiabatic states are displayed in Fig. 6.
The total cross section is the same as expected but the nona-
diabatic couplings modify the distribution of the fragments,
particularly the yield of He�1s2s� and H�n=2� in the range
around 35 eV.

The effect is more spectacular for the dissociation in the
� states of the n=2 shell by the perpendicular excitation as
shown in Figs. 7�a� and 7�b� showing the partial cross sec-
tions in the BO approximation and in the coupled case. The
promoted state mainly populates the lower state in this n
=2 shell which dissociates into He+ and H�2p� fragment. The
nonadiabatic coupling around R=10.15 bohr leads to a
charge exchange and a notable redistribution of the He�1s2p�
and H�2p� fragments �see Fig. 7�b��.

The experimental observations at 32 nm estimate a partial
cross section for the fragmentation into H+ and neutral He
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Comparison of the total photodissociation
cross section for a isotropic orientation of the molecular axis with
respect to the field for the case v=0, J�=1→J�=0,2 with previous
works.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Partial cross sections section computed
from Eq. �3� for a parallel orientation for transitions J�=0→J�=1
from the vibrational state v=0. The sum of the partial cross sections
is compared with that obtained by Eq. �4� and with the total cross
section calculated by Eq. �2�. Panel a: sections larger than
10−18 cm2. Panel b: sections larger than 5
10−19 cm2.
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equal to �1.4�0.7�
10−18 cm2. In Fig. 8, we sum all the
partial sections for channels H++He�1snl� with n�2 and
give the average over isotropic distribution. Figure 8�a� pre-

sents the BO approach and Fig. 8�b� gives the results ob-
tained with the coupled channels. The BO profile is similar
to the simulation of Ref. �16� with a lower maximum value
near 40 eV for the contribution of the � states. The coupled-
channel profile is very different, particularly due to the peak
in between 32 and 33 eV which comes from the fragmenta-
tion into He�1s2p� from the perpendicular orientation �see
Fig. 7�b��. The peak at 39 eV has a maximum of 3.14

10−18 cm2 and the value at the experimental wavelength is
2.07
10−18 cm2, thus it belongs to the uncertainty bar of
the experimental data �1.4�0.7
10−18 cm2�. In conclusion,
our BO simulation does not agree with the experimental
value but the result of the nonadiabatic coupled equations
gives good agreement. Furthermore, the simulation confirms
that the major part of the fragmentation arise from the ex-
cited � states. This is proven again below by the simulation
of the photodissociation with a femtosecond laser pulse.

IV. SIMULATION WITH A FEMTOSECOND LASER
PULSE

The FEL experiment analyzes the neutral He�1snl� frag-
ment by resolving the kinetic energy release distribution and
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from the vibrational state v=0. The sum of the partial cross sections
BO �full line� is compared with that the results obtained in the
nonadiabatic case �triangles�.
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a: Born-Oppenheimer approximation; panel b: nonadiabatic case.
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the dissociation angle distribution relative to the FEL polar-
ization which is directed along the ion beam. The FEL con-
sists of a sequence of short pulses of about 30 fs separated by
10 �s. The accumulation time to get the photo fragment
image is very long of about 13 h �23�. We simulate the im-
pact of a single laser shot of 30 fs and an intensity which is
probably larger than the experimental one but leading to
transition probabilities of the order of 10−3. The initial state
is the v=0 J=0 state of the ground electronic state. Figure 9
gives an example of time-dependent occupancies of the elec-
tronic states �Eq. �5�� during the photodissociation for paral-
lel �� states� and perpendicular �� states� orientations. Only
fragments having an asymptotic probability larger than 3

10−4 are shown. One observes a larger probability of popu-
lating states dissociating into H fragment and a larger prob-
ability to obtain He fragment from the � states than from the
� states in agreement with the experimental results.

We have computed the kinetic energy release distribution
of the fragment He�1snl� by Fourier transforming the wave
packet in the asymptotic region. The distribution averaging
over an isotropic orientation is given in Fig. 10. We obtain a
large intensity in between 13.5 and 14 eV and a second less
intense peak at 16.5 eV. The parallel contribution in the
range 13.5 and 14 eV is due to He�1s3s� and He�1s3p� and
that at 16.5 eV to He�1s2s�. The large perpendicular contri-
bution at 13.5 eV is mainly due to He�1s3p�. The simulation

confirms that the major part arises from the excited � states.
Finally, we simulate the angular distribution of the He

fragment for the peak around 13.5 eV. As discussed in Ref.
�23� when the fragmentation is very short �here less than 100
fs� the fragmentation angle is related to the orientation of the
molecule at the time of the excitation. The angular distribu-
tion is computed by the relation �40�, I���= I0�1
+�P2�cos ��� /4 with P2�cos ��= �3 cos2 �−1� /2. We take
for I0 the maximum value of the peak at 13.8 eV in Fig. 10
for the parallel ��=2� and the perpendicular ��=−1� orien-
tation, respectively. The distribution is given in Fig. 11. This
result can be compared with the experimental data shown in
Fig. 4c of Ref. �23�. However, the latter figure corresponds to
a summation over the energy released fragments from 13 to
20 eV including therefore the large contribution at 16.5 eV
which is mainly due to an � state. This increases the parallel
contribution on the experimental graphic when compared
with our Fig. 11. Nevertheless, the two figures agree quali-
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FIG. 10. �Color online� Kinetic energy release for the fragment
He�1snl� during the photodissociation of the ground v=0, J=0 state
by a pulse of 30 fs. The distribution is averaged over an isotropic
orientation.
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FIG. 11. �Color online� Angular distribution of the He�1snl�
fragment for a kinetic energy release in the range 13.5–14 eV dur-
ing the photodissociation of the ground v=0, J=0 state by a pulse
of 30 fs. The intensity I0 is taken from the contribution of the
parallel and perpendicular orientation in Fig. 10.
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tatively and present a clear dominance of the � states �per-
pendicular contribution� over the � states �parallel contribu-
tion� in both cases.

V. CONCLUSION

We have computed the total and partial photodissociation
cross sections of the molecular ion HeH+ for fragmentation
into the excited shells n=1,2 ,3 up to a photon energy of 45
eV. We have analyzed the role of the nonadiabatic interac-
tions and of the rotational couplings. The ab initio challenge
was to get relevant potential energy curves and nonadiabatic
couplings for very excited states. The simulations using the
Born-Oppenheimer or diabatic potentials give the same total
cross section and are in good agreement with the simulation
of Dumitriu et al. �16�. However for the partial cross section
in a given channel or the branching ratio between H and He
fragmentation, we have illustrated that the simulation ob-
tained in the framework of the Born-Oppenheimer model is
not sufficient even if it can give accidentally a good agree-
ment with experiment for some energies. The effect of nona-
diabatic couplings is more dramatic for perpendicular disso-
ciation via the � states in the range 30–35 eV, i.e., for
dissociation toward n=1 and n=2 shells. The branching ratio
between fragments He or H in the n=2 shell cannot be pre-
dicted by neglecting the � states or by neglecting the nona-
diabatic couplings.

By considering a highly excited rotational initial state �J
=10�, we have observed that the rotational couplings do not
play a significant role and could be neglected for lower ro-
tational quantum numbers for photodissociation. However,

rotational excitation could play a significant role because the
profile of the total cross section strongly depends of the ini-
tial value of J, mainly for dissociation into the n=1 shell.
Important information for further simulations is the weight
of rotationally or vibrationally excited initial states for non-
Boltzmann situations.

Furthermore, time-dependent simulations with very accu-
rate methods taking into account couplings among excited
states find a renewed interest since the advent of ultrashort
laser pulses with energetic photons even for small systems.
The time-dependent simulation with a femtosecond Gaussian
laser field has provided results which are qualitatively in
agreement with the recent FEL laser experiment concerning
the order of magnitude of the partial cross section of He
neutral fragment at 32 nm and the distribution of the kinetic
energy release. We have confirmed the experimental obser-
vation that dissociation through � states dominates the pro-
cess in the probed energy range.
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